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ABSTRACT
The features of modularity and inheritance in C++ facilitate the
developers’ usage, but also give rise to the problem of type confu-
sion. As an ancestor class may have a different data layout from
its descendant class, a dangerous downcasting operation from the
ancestor to its descendant can lead to a critical attack, such as con-
trol flow hijacking, out-of-bounds access to neighbor memory area,
etc. As reported in CVE, such vulnerabilities have been found in
various common-used software, including Google Chrome, Firefox
and Adobe Flash Player, and have a trend of increase in recent years.
The urgency of addressing type confusion problems quickens the
pace of researchers coming to corresponding solutions. However,
the existing works either handle the problem partially, or suffer
from the high performance and memory overhead, especially to
the large-scale projects.

We present Bitype to check the validity explicitly when a type is
downcasting to another, maintaining high coverage and reducing
overhead and compilation time massively. The core of our design
is a Safe Encoding Scheme, which encodes all of the classes by
mapping them to bits. With this scheme, Bitype treats the classes
and their safe convertible classes as codes and verifies typecastings
in an xor operation, both decreasing the performance overhead of
check and the memory overhead. Besides, we implement a Clang
Tool to avoid the repeated collection of inheritance relationships
and deploy a two-level lookup table to trace objects efficiently.
Evaluated on SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks and Firefox browser,
Bitype shows a slightly higher coverage of typecasting compared
to the state-of-the-art HexType[22], but reduces the performance
overhead by 2 to 16 times, the memory overhead by 2 to 3 times, the
compilation time by 21 to 223 times. As a result, our solution is a
practical and efficient typecasting checker for commodity software.
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1 INTRODUCTION
C++ is widely used in software development, due to its design
highlights of the modularity of object-oriented programming, the
efficiency of low level memory access and performance. Some well-
known applications, such as Google Chrome, Firefox, and the Oracle
Java Virtual Machine, are all successful programs in C++ language.

However, C++ suffers from memory and type safety, which leave
programs with huge risks. Among them, type confusion is one of
the most common and dangerous vulnerabilities in C++, as it mixes
the above two safety problems.

Type confusion occurs when the program intercepts an object of
a type as an object of another different type in a process of unsafe
typecasting. It is common that a program casts an object of a parent
class to a descendant class. Thus, there exists a possibility of unsafe
typecasting because the parent class may lack some fields or virtual
functions of the descendant class. If the program subsequently
uses such fields or functions, it may use data, say, as a regular
field in one context or as a virtual function table(vtable) pointer in
another. When attackers abuse a type confusion vulnerability, they
can easily perform arbitrary memory read/write, sometimes even
gain a higher privilege from it.

The statistics of CVE show a wide spread of type confusion
vulnerabilities in popular applications, including Google Chrome
(CVE-2017-5116), Adobe Flash Player (CVE-2018-4944), Foxit PDF
Reader (CVE-2018-9942). Those exploitable type confusion bugs
exactly do harm to software safety, and need to be addressed right
away.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3274694.3274719
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Checking typecastings at runtime is the current method to solve
type confusion problems. If we choose to identify objects through
existing fields embedded in the objects such as vtable pointers[18,
29, 38, 43], we will definitely lose control of non-polymorphic ob-
jects which have no vtable pointers, and have to blacklist the unsup-
ported classes manually in case of an unexpected crashes. Therefore,
another way of leveraging disjoint metadata[19, 22, 25] to identify
objects seems better, and is widely-used in recent researches.

It is obvious that the current solution has two main sources
of overhead: (1) maintaining metadata when allocating and deal-
locating objects, (2) explicit type checks at cast locations. Most
researchers[19, 22, 25] focus their optimization on the first point.
CaVer[25], which uses red-black trees to trace global and stack
objects, is too slow and expensive to adapt to present production
systems. HexType[22] tries to employ a hash table to reduce object
tracing overhead, but it brings a hash collision problem especially
in large projects where more objects need to be traced. TypeSan[19]
designs an efficient metadata storage service based on a shadow-
ing scheme to look up types from pointers, yet only supports
tcmalloc[33] (the allocator used by the Chrome browser and other
Google products). Although all the state-of-the-art detectors[19, 22,
25] endeavor to reduce the overhead from maintaining metadata,
the performance and the memory overhead and the compilation
time are still too high. In particular, the larger the program, the
greater the cost.

We propose Bitype as an always-on type checker with high
coverage and massively reduced performance and memory over-
head and compilation time. Bitype is aimed at making explicit type
checks for software and programs to avoid the risks from type
confusion, and especially overcomes the prohibitive costs of large
programs.

Bitype puts its effort to the reduction of the costs mainly from
three aspects: (1) It designs a Clang Tool[37] to collect the inher-
itance relationships in a global scope. When a module is loaded,
Bitype no longer needs to compute the inheritance relationships
repeatedly, so that the compilation time will be declined signifi-
cantly. (2) Metadata is stored in a two-level lookup table, which
requires only 3 memory reads to look up a type. (3) Compared with
previous work, Bitype realizes extra optimization to the process of
verification of types. A novel Safe Encoding Scheme is introduced
to label whether a class can convert to another class safely. With
this encoding scheme, Bitype verifies the convertibility only by
an easy xor operation in a time complexity of O(1). Thus, Bitype
reduces the costs of large programs to an acceptable level while
ensuring high coverage.

We have implemented a prototype of Bitype for Linux on top of
LLVM 7.0[3]. We have evaluated Bitype with the SPEC CPU2006
C++ programs and the Firefox browser. Compared with HexType,
Bitype shows a 2 - 16 times reduction in performance overhead for
SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, and 2 - 6 times reduction for Firefox
browser, 2-3 times reduction in memory overhead, and 21-223 times
reduction in compilation time overhead.

Our major contributions list as follows:

• We design an explicit and efficient type checker Bitype to
examine the typecasting whether or not safe at runtime, and

Figure 1: Visualization of an example C++ type hierar-
chy, showing the directions of (safe) upcasting and (unsafe)
downcasting.

thus protect type and system safety of product software from
type confusion bugs.

• We implement a useful Clang Tool for inheritance informa-
tion collection in global scope, which avoids long compila-
tion time from repeated collection work.

• We design an original class Safe Encoding Scheme to accel-
erate the type verification. It is a new direction to actually
reduce the overhead of the verification process.

• We evaluate our type checker on SPEC CPU2006 C++ bench-
mark and current commodity software, Firefox browser and
the test results show that our tool has high coverage, low
performance and memory overhead and low complication
time.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we first introduce the inheritance and cast operations
in C++ as basic knowledge. We then give a detailed explanation of
type confusion. At last, we discuss about previous defenses against
type confusion.

2.1 C++ Inheritance and Cast Operations
C++ is a general-purpose programming language, which has im-
perative, object-oriented and generic programming features, and
provides facilities for low-level memory manipulation.

Inheritance in C++ allows one data type to acquire properties of
other data types. If base classes are declared as virtual, it is virtual
inheritance which ensures that only one instance of a base class
exists in the inheritance graph, avoiding some of the ambiguity
problems of multiple inheritance. Multiple inheritance is a C++
feature not found in most other languages, allowing a class to
be derived from more than one base class; this allows for more
elaborate inheritance relationships.

C++ also allows a pointer of one type to cast into a pointer of
another one, which means the pointed object will be treated as
another type. This kind of conversion happens frequently between
a descendant class and an ancestor class in programming, because
it makes the code reuse more easily. As the descendant class is
derived from its ancestor classes, the data layout is such that an
object from the derived class containing the fields of its parent
classes at the same relative offsets. Thus, in certain cases, the cast
between a descendant class and an ancestor class can be valid. That
is, we should confirm if a typecasting is safe or not.

We define a type conversion from a descendant class to its an-
cestor class as an upcasting. It is always safe and permissible, since
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the members in the descendant class are a superset of the mem-
bers in the ancestor class and the data fields are enough for layout.
Relatively, we define the typecasting from the ancestor class to
its descendant class as an downcasting. However, when the parent
lacks any member of its child, the downcasting is not safe, and even
does harm to the underlying system. Figure 1 shows upcasting and
downcasting between an ancestor and its descendants.

As a result, C++ provides some cast operations to help program-
mers to check the safety of downcastings, including three types:
static_cast,dynamic_cast, andreinterpret_cast. A
static_cast checks the type of object only at compile time, and
is constrained by the static nature leading to the ignorance of run-
time check. If the underlying type observed at run time is different
from what it expected in the source code, static checks can do noth-
ing and type confusion problems may exist. A dynamic_cast,
on the other side, fills the gap in static check while preforming the
runtime check, but pays a great price of overhead as an exchange.
The expensive cost comes from Run Time Type Information (RTTI),
which encodes all type related information. Areinterpret_cast
is used to convert between any two types by force regardless of
compatibility. Since the fundamental cast operations cannot meet
the demand of eliminating type confusion, we should do some extra
improvement to make software safer.

2.2 Type Confusion
Here we give an example to explain the process of type confusion

in detail.
Figure 2(a) is a code example of type confusion. The Child class

is derived from the Parent class (line 4), and a static_cast
operation allows the compiler to treat the object of Parent *P as a
type of Child (line 14). This downcasting from Parent to Child is
definitely unsafe, because the access scope of Child, which contains
an extra virtual pointer and an integer, is larger than the one of
Parent as Figure 2(b) shows. Thus, when the attacker modifies the
integer y of the downcast Child (line 16), it will result in a memory
safety violation. In a more serious situation, if the program makes
use of the attacker-controlled vptr in the scope of Child (line 18),
its control flow will be hijacked.

Type confusion is getting more and more attention from develop-
ers and researchers. Figure 3 counts the number of type confusion
vulnerabilities reported on CVE[1] from 2010 to 2018, and depicts
a trend of growth. In addition to its quantitative increase, type
confusion also has a more serious impact on more popular appli-
cations, as is shown in Google Chrome (CVE-2017-5116), Adobe
Flash Player (CVE-2018-4944), Foxit PDF Reader (CVE-2018-9942).

2.3 Defenses against Type Confusion
To solve the matter of type confusion, several mechanisms have
been put forward to detect the unsafe typecastings and protect
programs.

Earlier, researchers tried to identifiy objects through embedded
vtable pointers, such as UBSan[29] which instruments static casts
to turn them into dynamic casts. However, as we mentioned before,
this measure does not support non-polymorphic classes which need
manual blacklisting, and dynamic check itself is too slow to suit a
large amount of usage.

1 class Parent{
2 int x;
3 };
4 class Child : public Parent{
5 public:
6 int y;
7 virtual void print(){
8 cout << "I am in Child Class" << endl;
9 }
10 };
11 int main(int argc, char**argv){
12 Parent *P = new Parent();
13 // Type confusion
14 Child *C = static_cast<Child*>(P);
15 // Memory safety violation
16 C->y = 0x1234;
17 // Control-flow hijacking
18 C->print();
19 }

(a)

x
P

x

Vptr

y

C

Access
Scope of
Parent

Access
Scope of
Child

(b)

Figure 2: An example of type confusion. (a) is the code of the
example, (b) is the memory scope of *P and *C.

Figure 3: The number of type confusion vulnerabilities re-
ported on CVE in recent years.
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Figure 4: The overview of Bitype. Bitype consists of sev-
eral modules that encode and compute safe set code and in-
sert object tracing and typecasting instrumentation to verify
typecasting operation.

CaVer[25] improves the identification by leveraging disjoint
metadata to support non-polymorphic classes, and is the first type-
casting detection tool. Unfortunately, the overhead is still prohibi-
tively high and the checking coverage is low.

TypeSan[19] designs an efficient metadata storage service based
on a shadowing scheme to look up types from pointers. Although
it reduces the performance overhead and increases detection cover-
age compared to Caver, the overall coverage is still low, and only
supports tcmalloc allocator.

HexType[22] tries to employ a hash table to reduce object tracing
overhead, but it brings a hash collision problem especially in large
projects where more objects need to be traced. In addition, its long
compilation time is a defect to large programs.

From the four aspects of coverage, performance overhead, mem-
ory overhead and compilation time, we introduce a new type checker
Bitype to improve the current type confusion detection work.

3 THREAT MODEL
We assume that the program contains type confusion vulnerabilities
which may be exploited by attackers. We further assume that the
attackermay read arbitrarymemory but unable to perform arbitrary
memory writes. Our design is aimed at fast and explicit detecting
unsafe type confusion and does not rely on the hiding information
from the attacker. We also suppose other vulnerabilities which
do not arise from type confusion, such as integer overflow, and
memory corruption, can be defensed by other relative protection
tool.

4 BITYPE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Bitype is an efficient and explicit type confusion detector based on
Clang/LLVM compilers in C++ programs. Given a source code as
input, the Bitype-optimized compiler generates a Bitype-hardened
binary as a result. Once a type confusion error is detected, the
program is terminated by force and sends a bug report.

4.1 Overview
Figure 4 illustrates the overview of Bitype. When a source code is in-
put to the compiler, a Clang Tool first analyzes abstract syntax tree
to obtain the inheritance relationships among all the classes and in-
dexes these classes. Then, we encode all the classes according to the
encoding scheme, and compute the safe set codes which represent
the sets of safe types that can be validly converted to according to
the inheritance relationships. The encoding and computing rules
will be introduced later in section 4.2.

After the preprocess of collecting type relationship information,
we need to obtain the true types of each allocated object during run-
time. A trace_obj() method is instrumented after each state-
ment of allocating a new object. In this method, we establish and
maintain a two-level lookup table to map the runtime address of
the object to its safe set code. Section 4.3 will explain in further
how the lookup table plays a part in object tracing.

Bitype verifies the typecastings within our unique encoding
scheme. When a static_cast tries to convert an object from
a source type into a target type, a verify_cast() method is
called to compare the code of the target type with the safe set
code of the source type. It is an O(1) time complexity verification
process and reduces the performance overhead to a certain extent.
In section 4.4, the process of verification will be presented.

4.2 Safe Encoding Scheme
In order to verify whether the conversion of the type is safe or

not, we elaborate a Safe Encoding Scheme to deal with the problem
in a more efficient way.

For preparation, we choose to use a Clang Tool to collect those
inheritance relationships, instead of LLVM. In TypeSan and Hex-
Type, LLVM is used to collect inheritance relationships, which may
omit some type information during the transition from source code
to LLVM IR. Another two factors also contribute to the preparation
with Clang Tool. On the one hand, a preprocess of collection can
avoid the following repeated computation and as a result massively
reduce compilation time. On the other hand, since our Safe Encod-
ing Scheme needs indexing all the classes globally, we need to get
all the classes in the whole project. Figure 5(b) shows an example
of relationships of the code in Figure 5(a).

4.2.1 Encoding Classes. In our Safe Encoding Scheme, we label
each class found by the Clang Tool with an index number from 1
to n, as shown in Table 1. We integrate the step of indexing classes
in the Clang Tool as well. Traversing the abstract syntax tree, the
Clang Tool searches all the classes and inheritance relationships.
Specially, it obtains the definitions of the classes and gets all their
base classes. Then it divides classes into several families by the
inheritance information and compound relationship, and indexes
all the classes according to the rules mentioned later.

We define IndexClass (1<= Index <= n, n is the number of the
classes in this family) to describe the index of a certain class Class ,
and CodeClass as its unique code.

CodeClass = 1 << (IndexClass − 1)

Taking compatibility into consideration, we should concern
phantom classes in addition. If the data layout of a derived class
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1 //class definition
2 class A{...};
3 class B : public A{ void func{...};};
4 class C : public A{...};
5 class D : public B{...};
6 class E : public B{...};
7 class M {A a; ...};
8 class N : public M{...};
9 class X : public M{...};
10

11 //cast example
12 void casting(){
13 M *m = new M();
14 //downcast, unsafe
15 static_cast<B*>(&(m->a));
16 }

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) shows an example codewith several inheritance
relationships. We assume that, except for phantom class B,
A cannot safely downcast to any other classes in this family.
(b) is the relationships of the code in (a).

is the same as its base class, the derived class is a phantom class.
As such classes are used frequently when programming, they are
treated as safe typecastings by our mechanism. In Safe Encoding
Scheme, a phantom class is labeled the same index as its base class
to downcast validly. Class B in Figure 5, for example, is a phan-
tom class derived from class A, because it only contains a function
which does not make the data layout of class B different from the
one of A. Thus, Table 1, a presentation of encoding results, shows
that class A and B share the same class index 1.

Figure 5(a) also describes a compound relationship between class
A and M. Since the first member variable of the object *m of class
M is an object of class A (line 7), the address of m->a is exactly
where m points to. In order to build a connection between such
compound classes like A and M, the two classes themselves and
all their descendants and ancestors are regard as a family. When
m->a downcasts to a type of B, we can check all the ancestors of
A and M to protect this typecasting.

Class Name Class Index Code Safe Set Code
A 1 0000 0001 0000 0001
B 1 0000 0001 0000 0001
C 2 0000 0010 0000 0011
D 3 0000 0100 0000 0101
E 4 0000 1000 0000 1001
M 5 0001 0000 0001 0000
N 6 0010 0000 0011 0000
X 7 0100 0000 0101 0000

Table 1: An example of how to encode classes in Figure 5 and
compute their safe set codes according to the Safe Encoding
Scheme.

Besides, due to the tremendous number of classes in large-scale
programs, the division by families also helps to shorten the coding
length to relief the problem brought by the too large indexes. Each
family encodes from 1, and deals with the normal and compound
relationships, and the phantom classes. Although there exist re-
peated indexes caused by the family division in an overall view,
they will not disturb each other because static_cast prohibits
the typecastings across the family when compiling.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of Computing Safe Set Code
Input:

The calculated class, Class;
The set of the calculated class’s ancestors, SafeSetClass ;

Output:
The safe set code of calculated class, SSCClass ;

1: Initialize SSCClass = 0
2: CodeClass = 1 << (IndexClass − 1)
3: SSCClass = SSCClass ∨CodeClass
4: for each C ∈ SafeSetClass do
5: CodeC = 1 << (IndexC − 1)
6: SSCClass = SSCClass ∨CodeC
7: end for
8: return SSCClass

4.2.2 Computing Safe Set Code. The Safe Set of a class is defined
as a set of its ancestor classes that can be safely converted to. The
Safe Set Code is then computed to represent all the classes in Safe
Set. SSCClass is used to describe the Safe Set of Class in the form
of code. Algorithm 1 illustrates the process of computing SSCClass .

What we need to input are the class to be calculated, and its Safe
Set collected by Clang tool during the preprocess. After encoding
Class itself and the classes in its Safe Set, we or all the above codes
iteratively to compute the SSCClass .

Take the class D in Figure 5 as an example. Class D is derived
from class B, while B is derived from A. Thus, the Safe Set of D
consists of A and B, both encoded as 001 (for short) in Table 1 as B
is a phantom class. Moreover, D, the code of which is 100(for short),
can surely cast to D itself, so we compute SSCD by 100∨ 001 = 101.
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Section 4.3 introduces an additional computation rule aimed at
dealing with the more complex situation with compound relation-
ship.

When we obtain a Safe Set Code, we can determine the safety
of a typecasting simply through calculating SSCSourceClass ⊕

CodeTarдetClass . As the result is not equal to SSCSourceClass ,
when the result is smaller, this typecasting will be considered safe.
Otherwise, if the result is larger, it will be considered as a type
confusion error and reported to us. More detailed and complete
explanations about verification computing rules is presented in
section 4.4.

In the implementation, SSC is one-byte-aligned, and is of the
same size in the one family. If a family has the maximum class index
of n, the size of SSC in this family will be ⌊(n − 1)/8 + 1⌋ bytes. We
store the Safe Set Code in a global region which is read-only.

4.3 Object Tracing
During the process of object tracing, we need to record the true
type information of the allocated object at runtime. RTTI, which
is used to retrieve all type information in dynamic_cast, has
prohibitive runtime overhead and no support to non-polymorphic
objects, and even blows up the sizes of compiled binary.

Thus, we give up utilizing RTTI, and attempt to build the rela-
tionship between the object address and its type information. We
assume that addr is the start address of an instance of Class . An
Address Safe Set Code ASSCaddr is defined to represent the Safe
Set Code of the object in addr . When the object ofClass is allocated,
we can get its start address and type information. We then have

ASSCaddr = SSCClass

However, the compound relationships, such as the example in
Figure 5, make the tracing more complex. After we allocate an
object of class M in line 13, what in the start address of *m can be
an instance of class A or M. Thus, when we decide the Safe Set of
the object in address m during the process of object tracing, both
Safe Set of A and M should be concerned. The object in m can be
safely converted to all the classes in the Safe Set of A and the Safe
Set of M. We can compute ASSCm as follow:

ASSCm = SSCM ∨ SSCA

Furthermore, if several compound classes all have zero offset
to the data layout of Class , named CompClass1, CompClass2, ...,
CompClassN , the computation rule ofASSCaddr need to be revised
to

ASSCaddr = SSCClass ∨ SSCCompClass1 ∨ SSCCompClass2... ∨
SSCCompClassN

On the one hand, the compiler allows the further check of cast
operations only when the target class has an inheritance relation
with the source class. On the other hand, our encoding rules ensure
the classes with a compound relationship are divided into the same
family and share the same set of codes. Thus, the ASSCaddr is
surely computable.

We instrument a trace_obj() method after allocating a new
object and store their relationship with a two-level lookup table.
Previous methods to track object have several limitations. TypeSan
stores the metadata table in shadow memory in a fixed address, so

Figure 6: An example of the two-level lookup table that con-
nect the address of an object and its ASSC. The entry for the
top level table points to the second level table and the entry
for the second level table is the address of ASSC.

the compatibility of program will be influenced if the application
reuses such areas. Also, TypeSan does not delete the related infor-
mation when an object is freed. While HexType implements a hash
table for storage, a smaller table will possibly lead to hash collision
and a bigger one will bring expensive memory overhead.

Previous work CFIXX[6] has proved that two-level lookup table
is suitable for storage of C++ object metadata. Our two-level lookup
table overcomes the above shortcomings, shown as Figure 6. In
Linux x86_64, only the lower 48 bits are used for virtual address
space. Splitting the address of the object into two parts, we take
the high order 22 bits as the index of the first level table, while the
other 26 bits as the index of the second one.

In Figure 7, addr is the object address we get during allocation,
with 0x050 in the high order 22 bits and 0x60 in the low order
26 bits. The first level table stores the entry 0x300 at an offset of
0x050. The entry 0x300 is then extracted as the entry address of
the second level table. Next, we can find the address of ASSCaddr
information which is stored in the second level table with an offset
of 0x60. Up to now, the relationship between the object address
addr and its Address Safe Set Code in ASSCaddr has been built.
This method takes only 3 memory reads to fetch information in
O(1) time complexity.

4.4 Typecasting Verification
The last step of detecting a potential type confusion error is to
verify whether the typecasting is safe at cast location. The state-of-
the-art checkers all traverse the data structures stored information
of Safe Sets, with a time complexity of O(logN ) or even O(N ), N is
the number of classes in the Safe Set.

Our Safe Encoding Scheme significantly speeds up the verifica-
tion of typecastings. In Figure 7, as we have computed ASSCpd to
represent the Safe Set of the object in address pd at the time of
allocation, the safe upcasting from *pd to *pa means the address
pd is equal to pa, and ASSCpa is ASSCpd in nature. Unlike upcast-
ing, a probably dangerous downcasting need to be checked by the
instrumented verify_cast() method. When the object in pa
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Figure 7: An example of typecasting verification. The class
declarations are in the figure 5(a) and the safe set codes of
the class are in the table 1.

is going to static cast to a type of B, we fetch the corresponding
ASSCpa from pa via the two-level lookup table mentioned before,
and CodeB from IndexB in Table 1.

ASSCpa = SSCD = 101
CodeB = 001

ASSCpa ⊕ CodeB = 100 < 101
According to the verification rules of Safe Encoding Scheme,

this downcasting from class A to B is considered as a safe opera-
tion. In fact, B is the phantom class of A, thereby the verification
result is proved correct. We can similarly compute the example of
Verification 2 in Figure 7.

CodeC = 010

ASSCpa ⊕ CodeC = 111 > 101
As the result of xor is larger than ASSCpa , the downcasting

from class A to C is illegal.
Instead of operating the full-length ASSC and Code , we simplify

the operation to an xor of one byte. We assume that tc is the target
class in the downcasting to be verified, and the source object is
stored in address addr with the code ASSCaddr . Due to the rule
of encoding classes, we only need to verify the No.Indextc bit
of ASSCaddr is 1 or not. We define Of fsettc to discribe the byte
offset of Indextc , Of f Codetc to extract the byte which contains 1
in Codetc by Of fsettc , calculated as follow.

Of fsettc = ⌊(Indextc − 1)/8⌋
Of f Codetc = 1 << ((Indextc − 1)%8)

We can calculate theOf fsettc andOf f Codetc during the process
of compilation, thus the runtime overhead can be reduced. Then we
verify the typecasting with ASSCaddr [Of fsettc ], which represent
theNo.Of fsettc byte ofASSCaddr , instead of a completeASSCaddr .

ASSCaddr [Of fsettc ] ⊕ Of f Codetc > ASSCaddr [Of fsettc ]

is unsafe.

ASSCaddr [Of fsettc ] ⊕ Of f Codetc < ASSCaddr [Of fsettc ]

is safe.
Our Bitype massively reduces the overhead from explicit type

checks at cast locations to O(1) time complexity. In the process of
verification, it performs both efficiency and correctness.

4.5 Optimization
In order to achieve lower performance and memory overhead, we
implement previous[19, 22, 25] works’ optimization(i.e. only veri-
fying unsafe casting, only tracing unsafe object, etc.). Besides, we
optimize Bitype by only indexing the target classes, tracing objects
of cast-related classes and increasing the granularity of tracing
from one byte to eight bytes.

4.5.1 Only Indexing the Target Classes. If a class is not any target
classes of all downcastings, it doesn’t matter whether it is in the
Safe Set or not, as the Safe Set contains the safe classes that can be
cast to. Thus, we zero set the indexes and Safe Set Codes of those
classes, and only pay attention to the target classes when encoding.
As a result, we may decrease the maximum index in a family, and
reduce the binary size efficiently.

4.5.2 Only Tracing Objects of Cast-Related Classes. It is a basic
idea of optimization to only trace unsafe objects, i.e. objects sub-
ject to typecasting. Previous works, such as HexType, apply this
measure based on LLVM, focusing on tracking cast-related classes,
which have inheritance relationships with target classes. However,
if an object of class M consists an instance of another class A with
no inheritance relation, HexType will treat the unrelated A as a
cast-related class when M is a target class. Thus, when HexType
handles some large programs, a lot of unrelated classes will be
mistaken as cast-related classes.

HexType Bitype dec%
dealII 126.4 124.4 1.6
xalancbmk 327.6 89.1 72.8
omnetpp 223.5 217.3 2.8
soplex 13.2 4.5 65.9
average 35.8
ff-octane 511.0 195.7 61.7
ff-drom-js 1301.7 876.5 32.7
ff-drom-dom 2267.3 1290.1 43.1
average 45.8

Table 2: The number(million) of traced objects for HexType
and Bitype.

Since we utilize the Clang tool to collect all inheritance relation-
ships and all target types in the downcastings, we tend to avoid
tracing mistaken cast-related classes. Table 2 lists the programs
which have cast-related classes, and shows a reduction in the num-
ber of Bitype-traced objects compared with the Hextype-traced
objects. The average rate of decrease is 35.8% for tests on the SPEC
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CPU2006 C++ benchmarks, and is 45.8% for Firefox. The perfor-
mance overhead has a corresponding reduction due to the less
objects to trace.

4.5.3 Increasing the Granularity of Tracing from One Byte to
Eight Bytes. When we trace an object, we build a relationship be-
tween a one-byte content at object address addr to the 8-byte ad-
dress ofASSCaddr . This mapping from one byte to eight bytes costs
too much memory space and need to be improved.

We count the number of cast-related classes whose sizes are at
least 8-byte aligned in their data layout. 99.54% in Firefox and 100%
in all programs in SPEC CPU2006 C++ which have cast-related
classes, are 8-byte aligned or even 16-byte aligned. This fact, how-
ever, inspires us to make an eight-to-eight mapping during tracing
the objects to save nearly seven times the memory space. That is,
we trace every eight bytes instead of one byte, and the eight-byte
content starting from the address addr is connected to the 8-byte
address of ASSCaddr .

Here comes another problem. If two cast-related types of one-
byte objects are stored in the same eight bytes, ASSCwill be covered
by the last traced object. Nevertheless, the fact of nearly 100% at
least 8-byte-aligned classes indicates that the probability of such
condition is rather low. In order to address this problem, we still
have to ensure that the start address of object of each cast-related
class is 8-byte aligned. We consider the solution from three aspects:
the heap, the stack and the global objects.

When allocating objects on the heap, most allocators equipped on
64-bit machines, such as ptmalloc[16], tcmalloc[33] and jemalloc[12],
allocate a size of at least 8-byte-aligned. Thus, it is assured that the
allocation on the heap is 8-byte aligned.

As to stack and global objects, we turn cast-related classes which
are less-than-8-byte aligned to 8-byte aligned by force with LLVM.
Due to the low probability, its impact on memory overhead is lim-
ited. While we only force the allocated space to be 8-byte aligned
during allocation, it is ABI compatible.

Since the objects of cast-related classes are at 8-byte aligned start
address, we can then check whether the member variables in every
eight bytes are of different cast-related classes during compilation.
If there exist two or more cast-related classes in the eight bytes, we
will compute their Safe Set Codes to ASSC of the start address.

4.6 Implementation
We have implemented Bitype based on LLVM Compiler infras-
tructure project[3] (version 7.0). Bitype contains several parts of
Clang[36], Clang Tool[37], LLVM Passes[31] and compiler-rt run-
time library[30], including 4829 lines of code in total.

As is shown in Figure 8, when the source code is input, the Clang
Tool firstly collects the inheritance relationship and cast-related
classes, and indexes the target classes in downcastings. Clang is
modified to instrument typecasting verification before every down-
casting. We also complete LLVM passes to carry out our Safe Encod-
ing Scheme and instrument object tracing. Bitype finally generates
a Bitype-hardened binary. At runtime, the instrumentation suc-
cessively invokes the Bitype’s runtime library functions to trace
objects and verify typecastings.

Figure 8: The overview of Bitype implementation. Bitype
consists of a Clang Tool which collects class informations,
several compiler passes in Clang and LLVM which insert
object tracing and typecasting instrumentation, and a cor-
responding runtime library.

5 EVALUATION
To evaluate the coverage, performance overhead, memory overhead
and compilation time of Bitype, we implement it on 7 C++ bench-
marks from SPEC CPU2006[8] which are mentioned in TypeSan
and HexType, and Octane[17] and Dromaeo[13] benchmarks of
Firefox browser(version 53.0.3)[14]. All the evaluation is performed
in the Ubuntu 16.04 LTS with a quad-core 4.2GHz CPU(Intel i7
7700K), 1TB HDD and 16GB RAM.

We also attempt to test both HexType and TypeSan on SPEC
CPU2006 and Firefox with the same configuration at the aim of
comparison. We run the HexType-compiled Firefox program by
ourselves, while citing the results of TypeSan in [19] due to it
compiling a lower version of Firefox.

5.1 Coverage
As the total amount of downcasting operations in a program is fixed,
we can count the number of verified typecastings and compute the
coverage to evaluate the effectiveness of Bitype. Similar to HexType,
Bitype also handlesplacement new andreinterpret_cast
to increase coverage.

In SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, the coverages reach 100% in
omnetpp, dealII and soplex, and 99.8% for xalancbmk. In Firefox
benchmarks, the average coverage 83.1% of Bitype is slightly higher
than HexType’s 79.9%, and much higher than TypeSan’s 27.8%.
The slightly higher coverage compared to HexType is resulted in
that when the HexType handle the reinterpret_cast and
placement new operations, they only trace the object start ad-
dress, and don’t consider the member variables. The relatively lower
coverage in Firefox is caused by its self-designed storage pool used
to initialize objects. While the objects are directly initialized by
memcpy() through the pool without calling memory allocation
functions, Bitype cannot recognize them due to the mismatch of
allocation patterns. However, handling these missing objects is
challenging because hooking memcpy() may significantly raise
performance overhead.
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TypeSan HexType Bitype
% % % ×1 ×2

dealII 71.72 26.23 4.71 15.2 5.6
xalancbmk 35.63 12.51 0.78 45.7 16.0
omnetpp 49.41 16.56 8.23 6.0 2.0
soplex 4.33 -1.01 -2.68 5.3 2.7
astar 0.40 0.48 0.40 1 1.2
namd 0.23 0.16 0.16 1.4 1
povray 23.53 4.82 0.86 27.4 5.6
average 26.46 8.54 1.78 14.9 4.8
ff-octane 18.60 26.64 13.17 1.4 2.0
ff-drom-js 12.40 29.82 4.56 2.7 6.5
ff-drom-dom 71.20 129.26 30.51 2.3 4.2
average 34.07 61.91 16.08 2.1 3.9

Table 3: SPEC CPU2006 and browser benchmark perfor-
mance overhead for TypeSan, HexType and Bitype. The ×1
column denotes the ratio between TypeSan and Bitype and
×2 denotes between HexType and Bitype.

binary size resident set size
base Bitype inc% base Bitype inc%

dealII 3.9 4.9 25.6 821.4 1953.6 137.8
xalancbmk 5.6 7.8 71.8 423.3 815.2 92.6
omnetpp 0.8 1.1 37.5 171.6 489.8 185.4
soplex 0.5 0.6 20.0 428.1 580.3 35.5
astar 0.1 0.2 100.0 326.4 327.5 0.3
namd 0.3 0.4 33.3 48.2 49.1 1.9
povray 1.2 1.4 16.7 7.9 8.2 3.8
average 43.6 65.3
ff-octane 150.4 177.7 18.2 832.8 1782.6 114.0
ff-drom-js 150.4 177.7 18.2 503.6 1594.2 216.9
ff-drom-dom 150.4 177.7 18.2 5317.3 7996.8 50.4
average 18.2 127.1

Table 4: Memory usage for the SPEC CPU2006 C++ bench-
marks and Firefox(MB)

5.2 Performance Overhead
We evaluate the performance overhead brought by Bitype according
to the runtime speed. As is shown in Table 3, Bitype performs
better than both TypeSan and HexType in all benchmarks, expect
an equal to the astar of TypeSan. As to the performance overhead
of xalancbmk, Bitype is even 45.7 times less than TypeSan, and 16
times less than HexType.

The overall low performance overhead is contributed to three
reasons. Firstly, we implement the two-level lookup table to trace
objects which only need three memory reads, increasing the effi-
ciency. Secondly, we optimize the process of tracing objects by only
tracing cast-related classes, which massively reduces the number
of traced objects. Thirdly, our Safe Encoding Scheme allows us to
do only one xor operation to verify typecastings.

Figure 9: Comparation between HexType and Bitype in bi-
nary size overhead and resident set size overhead.

5.3 Memory Overhead
Table 4 reports the memory usage from the aspects of the static
binary size and the maximum resident set size at runtime. Since
TypeSan uses tcmalloc which is different from the normal allocator
used by HexType and Bitype, it has no comparability and we do
not compare its work with ours.

The two-level lookup table implemented in Bitype is memory
mapped. Those mapped pages are not touched until they are needed
(and thus actually allocated by the OS), so we only pay the memory
overhead for touched areas of instantiated tables. Memory overhead
of Bitype is much better than it of HexType, shown in Figure 9.

As to the maximum resident set size, Bitype has the average
overhead of 65.3% for SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, 127.1% for Fire-
fox, while HexType’s average is 176.8% and 394.1% respectively. A
probable reason why HexType owns such high memory overhead
is that it allocates a rather huge hash table to mitigate hash collision
and reduce performance overhead as far as possible. The program
astar, namd, and povray in SPEC CPU2006 are influenced slightly
because they have no cast-related classes.

As to the binary size, Bitype also performs better than HexType.
In SPEC CPU2006, Bitype’s average overhead is 43.6% while Hex-
Type’s is 67.4%. And in Firefox benchmarks, the overhead of 159.8%
for HexType is much higher than our 18.2%. In general, the state-of-
the-art work saves the Safe Set as a 64-bit hash value. If a Safe Set
contains lots of classes, it will cost more spaces for storage, which
turns a more serious problem in large-scale projects. Fortunately,
our unique Safe Encoding Scheme helps us mitigate this problem,
and significantly reduces the binary size compared with HexType.

5.4 Compilation Time Overhead
Table 5 shows the compilation overhead for TypeSan, HexType,
and Bitype. The evaluation of Bitype concerns two conditions: the
compilation including preprocessing, and compilation only. In both
conditions, the overhead of Bitype is much lower than it of other
two works. The compilation overhead of Bitype is 10.6 to 356.4 less
times than TypeSan, and 21.8 to 223.9 times less than HexType.

Since Bitype uses the Clang Tool to collect inheritance relation-
ships of the whole projects in advance, it avoids the duplicated
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TypeSan HexType Bitype(
Pre+Com) Bitype(Com)

% % % % ×1 ×2
dealII 742.7 1186.7 36.2 5.3 140.1 223.9
xalancbmk 1123.5 1060.9 142.2 25.5 44.0 41.6
omnetpp 2716.2 1912.7 140.1 53.3 50.9 35.9
soplex 207.1 1093.3 157.1 17.8 11.6 61.4
astar 251.2 513.4 163.8 23.6 10.6 21.8
namd 750.0 716.7 33.3 16.7 44.9 42.9
povray 238.9 322.2 88.9 12.7 18.8 25.4
firefox 10976.9 1392.3 184.6 30.8 356.4 45.2
average 2123.6 1024.8 118.3 23.2 91.5 44.2

Table 5: SPEC CPU2006 and Firefox compilation overhead
for TypeSan, HexType and Bitype. The ×1 column denoted
the ratio between TypeSan and Bitype and ×2 denotes be-
tween HexType and Bitype. The Bitype(Pre+Com) denotes
Bitype preprocess(collect class information) time and com-
pilation time. The Bitype(Com) denotes Bitype compilation
time.

work of collection effectively and cuts down the compilation time
massively.

6 DISCUSSION
Increasing Coverage. Some projects, such as Firefox, usually

utilize a storage pool which defined by themselves to initialize
objects. Since these initializations don’t call memory allocation
functions, Bitype cannot recognize them so that it cannot trace
objects. Thus, here occurs the limited coverage of detection in
such projects. Furthermore, different projects may be initialized by
different operations, which means there may exist no particular
modes to identify specific initialization. Thus, in the future work,
we may possibly draw support on type system (quala[32]) to mark
those initialization operations, and help Bitype to recognize them.

Fuzzing for Type Confusion. ASan[35] is a checker for some
memory safety violation, and has been equipped on AFL[41] which
is a frequently-used security-oriented fuzzer. Bitype is designed to
check typecastings at run time, and is possible to be deployed in
AFL. As a supplement to functions, in future work, our Bitype can
also be integrated in AFL like ASan, to focus on the trigger and
detection of new type confusion vulnerabilities.

7 RELATEDWORK
The previous research works to detect type confusion are mainly
UBSan[29], CaVer[25], TypeSan[19] and HexType[22] in the range
of our knowledge. UBSan instruments static casts to turn them into
dynamic casts, identifies objects through existing fields embedded
in the objects. It does not support non-polymorphic objects and
needs to manually blacklist them. CaVer is then introduced as the
first typecasting verification tool. It leverages disjoint metadata to
non-polymorphic classes, and traces global and stack objects by
red-black trees. However, both of them suffer from prohibitively
high overhead and low coverage.

The relatively new works, TypeSan and HexType, increase the
efficiency of detection. TypeSan relies on a per-object metadata
storage service based on a compact memory shadowing scheme,
while HexType employs a hash table to reduce tracing overhead.
However, to avoid the hash collision as far as possible, HexType
expends the size of hash table and increases the memory overhead.
We refer to the two-level lookup table mentioned in CFIXX[6],
which is similar to TypeSan, and design our new Safe Encoding
Scheme, leading to fact that Bitype decreases the memory overhead
by 2.8 to 3.1 times to HexType on average. The elaborated Safe
Encoding Scheme, moreover, makes a great contribution to the
2.1 to 14.9 times reduction in performance overhead on average.
In addition, the Clang Tool[37] designed in Bitype significantly
reduces the compilation time by 10.6 to 356.4 times compared to
TypeSan and HexType on average.

[2, 5, 9, 15, 39, 40, 44] introduce several Control-Flow Integrity
(CFI) techniques which check control-flow transfers are valid or
not in the program. To a certain extent, these works can deal with
the type confusion caused by control-flow hijacking. Code Pointer
Integrity (CPI) [7, 24] is another kind of control-flow hijacking
mitigation work. As CPI ensures the integrity of the all the code
pointers in the program, it only defenses the corrupted pointers
but not all invalid typecastings. Similarly, [4, 6, 21, 34, 42, 43] aim
to protect virtual calls from vtable hijacking attacks and partially
address the related type confusion bugs.

Some works [10, 11, 20, 23, 26–28, 35] aiming at detecting mem-
ory corruption can also find some vulnerabilities resulting from bad
typecastings. As a bad typecasting may violate the neighbor mem-
ory area of the cast object, such out-of-bounds access attacks will
probably lead to memory corruption and be detected. In a word, all
these work cannot handle type confusion thoroughly, and inspire
the design of Bitype.

8 CONCLUSION
Type confusion vulnerabilities are widely spread in popular ap-
plication, and can lead to serious consequences like memory area
violation and control-flow hijacking. Although more and more
researchers have realized the risks brought by them, the current
solutions either partially address the problem, or have high perfor-
mance and memory overhead, and compilation time.

We present Bitype as an explicit typecasting checker with high
efficiency and low costs based on Clang/LLVM. Bitype mainly elab-
orates a Safe Encoding Scheme mapping classes to bits, helps to
accelerate the process of judging illegal downcastings from a source
type to a target type, and decreases both performance and mem-
ory overhead. In addition, the Clang Tool for entire inheritance
relationship collection, and the two-level lookup table for object
tracing, and other optimization methods, limit the compilation time
and memory overhead. Testing on SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks and
Firefox browser, we evaluate Bitype comprehensively. While main-
taining the checking coverage which is slightly higher than that of
HexType, Bitype significantly reduces the performance overhead
by 2 to 16 times, the memory overhead by 2 to 3 times, the compi-
lation time by 20 to 223 times. The open-source version of Bitype
is available at https://github.com/bin2415/Bitype.
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